
 
 

Police Encounters with  
Filming Citizens 

Whether they are the obnoxious anti-police type, the dangerous anti-police type, the 
paranoid type, a regular person with a dash cam or iPhone, or a combination, a citizen 
with a video camera should not change how we as police officers act and react to any 
situation.  

When a filming citizen encounter goes bad for the officer, many times it is due to an 
officer not clearly understanding what his/her rights, duties and responsibilities are. 
Because of  this, they hesitate in responding, and finally over act to a scenario that can 
appear as if  the officer instigated or elevated the encounter.  

Police Encounters with Filming Citizens was developed by Jorey Herrscher, a 
former Police Officer, Police Attorney, and Police Academy Instructor with the goal 
of  building confidence in officers while maintaining the ultimate goal of  officer safety 
and secondly, legal liability.  

Departments who have attended Police Encounters with Filming Citizens have 
had reduced negative incidents involving filming citizens that can embarrass at the 
least, and lead to officer injury or legal liability at the worst.  

Contact us today to book Jorey for your next event, course or presentation! 

www.Jorey.us  www.HerrscherConsulting.com  832.515.2765 
jorey@HerrscherConsulting.com 
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Police Encounters with Filming 
Citizens Outline 

• Why we are here 

• Filming more prevalent 

• Incidents more prevalent 

• Dealing with Filming Citizens 

• Know THEIR rights and responsibilities 

• Know YOUR rights and duties 

• Be able to clearly articulate WHAT you want them to do and WHY (Verbally 
and in your report) 

• Know some helpful tips to make your life easier in the days, weeks, months 
and even years to come after an encounter with a filming citizen 

• Am I Being Detained? 

• Clear and Confident answer! 

• Levels of  stop 

• Your Rights, Duties, and Safety 

• Helpful Tips 

• Experience ideas 

• Ask, Tell, Make 

• Know the law 

• You never win an argument, so don’t 

• Examples, both good and bad.


